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BULLETIN JULY 2007
WELCOME HOME WALTER
In our last Bulletin, we noted that Walter Fielder-Gill was recovering in hospital. It is with great pleasure that we can inform
everyone that Walter returned home to Lae’s loving care on 12 July and is well on the road to recovery. From the Branch’s
membership, we look forward to Walter’s participation as Patron. Expressions of regard and well wishes can be sent to our
website at contact@raafradar.org.au or by letter to our Secretary Mr Howard Campbell.

FUTURE EVENT
THE 67th ANNIVERSARY OF THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN LUNCHEON
(I)

Date:

Friday 14 September 2007 – 1200 noon for 1230 (RSVP Monday 3 Sep 07)

(II)

Venue:
Dress:

NSW Parliament House, Macquarie Street, SYDNEY
Jacket and Tie (medals may be worn)

(III)

Cost:

$60 per person

The Battle of Britain luncheon is a function between Anzac Day and Christmas that provides members the opportunity to get
together and enjoy the company of Branch members at a wonderful venue. There is also some access to disabled parking at
Parliament House which can be requested with the attendance request form.
Members wishing to attend should complete the form at the end of this bulletin and send with accompanying payment to the
State Secretary, RAAF Association (NSW Division) PO Box A2147 SYDNEY SOUTH NSW 1235
Please Note: RSVP by 3 September and request to be seated with members of the Radar Branch
If you wish more information please contact our Secretary (details above) or e-mail to contact@raafradar.org,au

PAST EVENTS
RADAR BRANCH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2007
The Annual General Meeting was held at the Defence Plaza Building, Pitt Street Sydney on Tuesday 20th March 2007. The
members present were as follows:
T. Delahunty, C. Blumenthal, H. Campbell, S. Burge, M. Le Bas, S. Brettle, B. O’Donnell, P. Loh, J. Linley, P. Ogden, J.
Byles.
Apologies from: E. Simmonds, T. Dellit, R. O’Donoghue, A. Culvenor, W. Fielder-Gil, S. Loh and J. Finlay.
The Office Bearers and Committee Members were elected as follows:
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President:

Terry Delahunty

Vice President:

Cec Blumenthal

Secretary:

Howard Campbell

Treasurer:

Stan Burge

Committee Members:

Ed Simmonds, Ted Dellit, Alex Culvenor (Victoria), Shirley Brettle, Bette O’Donnell, Ray
O’Donoghue, M. Le Bas

Ted Dellit has since resigned due to health reasons. Tony Rogers has been subsequently elected onto the committee. Tony
brings great experience to the committee and we welcome his contribution. Tony’s profile appears later in the is bulletin.
Note: Members are being sought for vacant committee positions. Please contact our Secretary (details above) or e-mail to
contact@raafradar.org,au if you are able to contribute to running the Branch.
Mr Paul Ogden also agreed to remain as Honorary Treasurer of the Branch
The Branch is also fortunate that both Dave Bowden and Bob Treloar remain as Patrons and Walter Fielder-Gill has
accepted the position of Patron. We look forward to their continued counsel and companionship.
The new committee also expressed sincere thanks and appreciation to the outgoing Treasurer, Mal Le Bas for his great
contribution and we look forward to his continued participation on the committee.

ANZAC DAY MARCH AND LUNCHEON
Once again the Radar Branch had a very successful ANZAC Day march in Sydney that was supported by WWII veterans,
post WWII veterans and serving members from Surveillance and Response Group (SRG) from RAAF Williamtown. Mr Cec
Blumenthal led the march alongside Patron Air Commodore Dave Bowden, AM (Ret'd) and Air Commodore Tim Owen,
Commander SRG. The RAAF flight who marched with the Banner comprised members of No 41 Wing led by Officer
CommandingGroup Captain Chris Westwood, Officer Commanding No 42 Wing Group Captain Dave Wilcox and
Commanding Officer No 3 CRU Wing Commander Krista Thompson. Once again, the distinguished bearing and presence
of serving RAAF alongside Branch veterans contributed greatly to the occasion and brought great credit to themselves and
the Service. The Branch luncheon after the march was held at the Emperor's Choice Restaurant at which awards were
presented to winners of Branch trophies. Patron Air Commodre Dave Bowden, AM, (first Officer Commanding of reformed
41 Wing in February 1987) presented a $200 cheque and the Pither Trophy to Corporal Katrina Dege, whilst WgCdr Krista
Thompson accepted a $200 cheque and the Ulet Trophy on behalf of Sergeant Crjanovic.
ANZAC Day this year had added importance for the Radar Branch as whilst members of No 44 Wing Air Traffic Control
return for deployment in Baghdad, members of 114 Mobile Control and Reporting Unit of No 41 Wing Air Defence were in
preparation to deploy to Afghanistan. We look forward to their safe return.

Corporal Katrina Dege and AirCdre Dave Bowden
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CHRISTMAS FUNCTION REMINDER
The 2007 Christmas Luncheon will again be held at ‘The Landings’ Retirement Village, North Turramurra on Friday 7th
December 2007. Please put a note in your diary. Further details and an attendance request form to will included in the next
Bulletin in late October.

VISIT YOUR WEBSITE
The Committee has established our Branch on the Internet under the domain name:

www.raafradar.org.au
Please note that copies of the Bulletin are posted on the website. Please contact by e-mail to contact@raafradar.org,au

VALE
Vale Mrs Dorothy Madge Bonnefin (nee Wadrop) formerly of East Lindfield, Sydney NSW
Vale Mrs Joy Evers formerly of Bay Village NSW
ValeMR B.B.P. Smith formerly of North Parramatta NSW
Vale AirCdre Stan Clark DFC (Ret’d) formerly of Windsor (past President RAAF Association NSW)
Vale Mr Trevor Robinson, 1922-2007 Died Melbourne 13 June 20007
Trevor joined the RAAF in 1942, and attended the second "Bailey" course on radar electronic engineering held at the School
of Physics, University of Sydney. From 1943 to his discharge in 1946, he served as CO, No. 47 Radar Station, Geraldton
WA, and then CO, No. 350 Radar Station in New Guinea and Biak, Dutch New Guinea. His rank on discharge was Flight
Lieutenant. The following is the eulogy from his funeral delivered by Mr John O’Neil:

‘FEW have left footprints as large and deep across Australia's technology landscape as the computer pioneer Trevor
Robinson. Among notable contemporaries such as Trevor Pearcey, John Bennett and Peter Jones, he strode through a 50year information technology career in defence, commerce and government with a reputation for getting things done, taking
few prisoners along the way. He was born in Port Hedland in 1922 and moved to to Perth, but as a third-year physics
student at the University of WA his future seemed limited when the Japanese were marching on Kokoda, Tobruk had fallen
and things in Europe were middling at best. He joined the RAAF as a radio location trainee and was sent off to Sydney
University and immersion in the pulse technology that underpinned the still-secret radar, which he later used to measure
ionospheric disturbances for the (then) CSIR.
As a research officer at Mount Stromlo in 1952, Robinson was offered a job by the Department of Defence. All he knew about
it was that he had to sign the Official Secrets Act before getting a job description, but he did as it paid enough for him to get
married. In an interview four years ago, his recollections of his years in the spooky halls of defence technology were
interspersed with lengthy pauses and mutterings about "I don't know how much of this I can talk about" before launching into
another anecdote couched in very Australian idiom. (In describing his life - or anything else for that matter - Robinson drew
freely on a well-honed lexicon of basic English to offer direct views; email for example, was simply "bullshit".)
Australia wanted its own defence electronics, and sought versions of the Colossus and Robinson machines that had helped
to crack the Enigma code in England. After experience on the CSIR Mark 1 computer under the mentoring of its creator,
Pearcey, Robinson went to England with circuit engineer Ken Watson to join a 40-member team of engineers who were to
build a hybrid called Colorob that would be brought back to Australia and reassembled.
Unable to crank enough speed to meet Australian cryptanalysis specifications, the British team dispersed, leaving the two
Australians to get on with it. They went to Ferranti for pulse transformers, rewound 78 of them and after 30 months produced
Infuse, built on 24 demountable racks connected with cable. "It looked like a whale beached in a shallow sea of brown
spaghetti," Robinson recalled, but it was duly installed in Melbourne in 1957. It took a week to get each new program up and
running but it worked for nearly a decade until replaced by a Control Data 3400.
Robinson returned to the Weapons Research Establishment in Salisbury, South Australia, where plans for testing the British
Blue Streak missile at Woomera called for a range of safety systems, including an impact predictor should a guidance system
fail and the missile be blown up in flight. A computer system based on the English Treac was running late and Robinson was
sent off to beef it up and get it finished. "It was a typical Pommy effort - no co-ordination and they were trying to build it in a
laboratory. Just ridiculous," he said about it later. His improvements included adding a square root facility to its code, which
solved the high-speed linear equations to predict its impact point. The predictor worked but Blue Streak was cancelled.
Robinson's career was characterised largely by a practical knowledge of physics and native ingenuity. In one case, he
developed a device to detect even the smallest above-ground nuclear explosions. It was a dunny, parked in the desert and
housing a 44-gallon drum with the guts of a tape recorder sitting on it. The trick, he explained, was in getting the size of a hole
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drilled in the drum's top just right. Then the lid would flex only in response to the low-frequency sonic boom of a distant
nuclear explosion. Acting as a sonic filter, the drum recorded its flexing on a low-speed tape drawn across a steel pin welded
to the drum. Another track gave a timing reference. It cost the equivalent of $200.
In 1962 Robinson took a civilian job with the importer HL Heymanson, much to the disdain of his academic colleagues. After
a faltering start in importing computers, Robinson secured the agency for Control Data Corporation (CDC), the first outside
America. Amid a flurry of opportunities to computerise various government departments, Robinson was up against stiff
competition. So he wrote the specs, delivery time and cost for a machine designed to win contracts, and asked CDC to build
it. The result was the CDC3200, which won contracts from the CSIRO and Census.
In 1989, the then minister for information technology, Senator John Button, asked Robinson to help manage the rapid growth
of government IT, where "people with degrees in sociology were trying to integrate systems from half-a-dozen vendors based
largely on cost". According to Button, Robinson "was terrific; he had to be direct and at one stage had 32 departments
offside simultaneously". Robinson held to a simple philosophy: "You have to let people get on with what they have to do; tell
them what's needed and when it's due and leave them to do it. "You have to fire the arseholes, and that's the hard bit, but it
has worked in all the countries and projects I've managed."
He retired, because he had to, at 70 but remained involved in IT through his work with the technology section of the Museum
of Victoria (where he installed a Ferranti Sirius and tended its CDC3200), and working with students at RMIT and other
institutions. Trevor Robinson was generous with his time, knowledge and humour. He is survived by his wife Kaye and their
children Kate, Chris and David.’

PROFILES AND ITEMS OF INTEREST
In this bulletin we profile four members of RAAF Radar: WWII radar operator Bob Balfour, Post WWII radar technician and
new committee member Tony Rogers, and two ‘Bailey Boys’ Philip Loh and Jim Davidson. Their profiles are not only
extremely informative but indeed their achievements in service and life are inspirational to all.

There are two items of interest in this bulletin. The first item outlines radar’s part in the WWII Battle of Wau which halted the
Japanese advance from Lae. The second is a short description of the progression of women in the RAAF from WWII to
today. Both articles are based on RAAF Airpower Development Centre ‘Pathfinder Bulletins’ which can be found at:
www.raaf.gov.au/airpower

A NEW RADAR IN THE RAAF

This is the new TPS 117 Air Defence radar in operation with 114 Mobile Control and Reporting Unit of No 41 Wing
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Mr Bob Balfour – WWII Radar Operator and Radar Branch ‘Original’
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Susan Loh (Sontag) 1943

Philip and sister 2006

Philip and sister 1943

Philip and Susan Loh – World War II ‘Bailey Boy’
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WOMEN IN THE RAAF

Prior to WWII, the employment of women in the Australian armed services was limited to nursing. The
RAAF was required to share medical and dental facilities with the Army as an economy measure and only
formed independent medical services in 1940. The RAAF Nursing Service (RAAFNS) was established on
26 July that year. By March 1941, the pressures of war had forced a range of changes in policy and RAAF
formed the Women’s Australian Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF) which was to become the first and largest of the
three women’s services formed in WWII. Initially, WAAF service was intended as a temporary measure to fill
critical musterings such as wireless telegraphists, cooks and clerks. However, the demand for trained
personnel to expand the air force required women to take on more roles and by 1945, 77 percent of RAAF
positions were available to women in the WAAF.
Women performed many jobs that were previously considered the domain of males. The WAAF maintained
and armed aircraft, operated radars, drove trucks and instructed drill. However, whilst RAAFNS members
served in combat areas overseas, Government policy did not permit WAAF members to serve overseas or
in the Australian north of the line joining Cairns and Geraldton. Notwithstanding this policy, many WAAF,
particularly those involved in Radar, served in areas under threat and in austere conditions.
After WWII, the need disappeared and the WAAF was disbanded in December 1947. In line with the social
norm, it was expected that the WAAF would return to civilian life. However, when the Korean War began in
1950, the need for skills again appeared and this time the Women’s Royal Australian Air Force (WRAAF)
was formed as a permanent force in July 1950. Again, the WRAAF provided skills as cooks, drivers, clerks,
medical orderlies and teleprinter operators.
Squadron Leader (later Wing Officer) Jessie Carter (1912-1999) was Director of the WRAAF from 1951 intil
1960. She had previously served in the WAAF during WWII in administration. Before the war, she had
been a primary school teacher and an outstanding athlete, representing Australia at the 1936 Berlin
Olympics and the 1938 Sydney Empire Games. By the 1970s, restrictions to serve overseas were eased
and the equality of women with men in the workplace no longer required separate services. In May 1977 the
members of the WRAAF and RAAFNS were subsequently integrated into the RAAF with equal pay and
conditions.
Today, approximately 16 percent of RAAF are women who work successfully in every branch and mustering
with the exception of Ground and Airfield Defence Guard. RAAF women fly and navigate aircraft and have
served overseas on combat support tasks including current members of No 41 Air Defence and No 44Wing
in Air Traffic Control. Indeed, one member, Squadron Leader Ruth Elsley, an Air Traffic Controller of No 44
Wing was selected in completion with male counterparts as the first Commander Australian Sudan
Contingent and performed with distinction.
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Radar in the Battle of Wau, New Guinea 1942

Allied operations against Japanese forces in the Bulolo Valley of Papua New Guinea from May 1942
culminating in the Battle of Wau in January 1943 were as important to victory in the South-West Pacific as
the Battles at Kokoda and Milne Bay. Following Japanese landings at Lae and Salamau operations of the
New Guinea Volunteer Rifles (NGVR) against the Japanese were limited to guerilla attacks from Wau with
resupply over the Owen Stanley Ranges. In order to counter the Japanese forces around Lae and
Salamau, a major Allied airlift operation was decided to upgrade and reinforce Wau airfield as the base to
bring in troops and air cover. On 22 May, C47 Dakota of the USAAF flew 20 sorties with P39 Airacobra
th
escort from Port Moresby to Wau over 4 days to airlift the 305 strong Australian 2/5 Independent Company
which would combine with the NGVR to form Kanga Force. Kanga Force, principally supplied by airland and
airdrop at Wau airfield conducted many successful raids over the next four months against the Japanese
forces that continued to build in strength and advance towards Wau. In October 1942, the 290 strong 2/7th
Independent Company was also airlifted from Port Morseby to Wau to strengthen Kanga Force.
On 10 January 1943, a Japanese naval landing of reinforcements and supplies at Lae convinced General
Sir Thomas Blamey, Commander Allied Land Force of Japan’s intention to take Wau. He subsequently
th
ordered the 2000 strong 17 Brigade from Milne Bay to Port Moresby and the airlift began on 14 January, by
52 C47 Dakotas from USAAF Troop Carrier Group. USAAF P39 again provided protection from Lae based
Zero fighters. By 28 January, the Australian force had consolidate its defensive positions around Wau
airfield. Coordination of the overall airlift was the responsibility of No 4 RAAF Fighter Sector at Port
Moresby. RAAF Beaufighter aircraft of No 30 Squadron, based in Port Moreseby, provided close air support
to the troops, while Wirraway aircraft of No 4 Squadron, operating from Wau airfield, provided
reconnaissance and artillery spotting for the ground units.
On 30 January, the Japanese began their major attack against Wau, however the airfield defences held and
on 3 February Wau airfield was secure and enemy forces were being pushed back. Unable to take Wau
from the ground, the Japanes began air attacks with bombers and fighters from Lae. At the same time the
airfields at Wau and Bulolo were repaired and upgraded, No 306 Radar Station, RAAF and the 156th Light
Anti-Aircraft Battery of the Royal Australian Artillery were airlifted to Wau to augment the USAAF fighters in
providing protection against Japanese air attack. The destruction of Japanese reinforcements in the Battle
of the Bismarck Sea in March 1943 resulted in Japanese retreat from Lae to Salamau which finally fell to the
Allied forces on 11 September 1943.
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RAAF ASSOCIATION (NSW DIVISION) – BATTLE OF BRITAIN LUNCHEON

